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ABSTRACT

In recent years the Italian Space Agency has been proceeding to the definition and launch of small missions. In this ambit,
the BISSAT mission was proposed and selected along with five other missions for a competitive Phase A study. BISSAT
mission concept consists in flying a passive SAR on board a small satellite, which observes the area illuminated by an active
SAR, operating on an already existing large platform. Several scientific applications of bistatic measurements can be
envisaged: improvement of image classification and pattem recognition, derivation of medium-resolution digital elevation
models, velocity measurements, measurements of sea-wave spectra. BISSAT payload is developed on the basis of the
X-band SAR of the COSMO/SkyMed mission, while BISSAT bus is based on an upgrade of MITA. Orbit design has been
performed, leading to the same orbit parameters apart from the ascending node right ascension (5.24°shift) and the time of
the passage on the ascending node (1.17s shift). A minimum distance at the passage of the orbit crossing point of about
42km (5.7s) is computed. To maintain adequate swath overlap along the orbit, attitude maneuver or antenna electronic
steering must be envisaged and traded-off taking into account radar performance and cost of hardware upgrade.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Separated transmitting and receiving antennas characterize bistatic radars. Since bistatic observation requires accurate time
synchronization and antenna pointing between transmitter and receiver, it has been mainly applied by using one or both
earth-based radar antennas. Furthermore, no sufficient attention has been given to the potential of using bistatic radar for
large-scale earth observation. Whereas, several excellent numerical and experimental studies have been performed
considering mainly complex targets of limited dimensions12. As a consequence, non-systematic overland bistatic
measurements from aircraft or from spacecraft have been reported in literature35, in particular considering synthetic
aperture radar (SAR). In spite of that, bistatic geometry from space platforms offers several key benefits.
After a description of scientific background in bistatic radar, with special emphasis on space based applications, this paper
deals with orbit design of a bistatic SAR mission based on a small satellite (BISSAT) to be linked to Italian
COSMO/SkyMed radar constellation. This study has been conducted within a competitive Phase A study issued by the
Italian Space Agency to define the third Italian Small Scientific Mission. Proposed system envisages two antennas flying
and operating in formation, along almost parallel orbits, for a two-year lifetime. It would be the first bistatic SAR
implementation in space with two separate platforms.

2. SCIENCE BACKGROUND

A comprehensive analysis of bistatic radar can be found in 6-7. Basically, bistatic radar operates with separated transmitting
and receiving antennas. Of course, the transmitting antenna can be monostatic, that is transmitting and receiving, and,
consequently, it is possible to combine monostatic and bistatic data reflected by common covered areas or targets (Fig. 1).
Bistatic data acquisition provides additional qualitative and quantitative measurements of surface microwave scattering
properties. The main geometric parameters characterizing bistatic observations with respect to monostatic ones are the
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distance between the antennas (defined by using the baseline vector from transmitting to receiving antenna) and the
transmitter-target-receiver angle (the bistatic angle) and plane (the bistatic plane).
Most of spaceborne active microwave missions have been carried out by monostatic radar. In the case of interferometry,
when the two antennas operate simultaneously (i.e. non-repeat-track interferometry, Fig. 2), an antenna physical separation
exists, but it must be kept within limited values, depending on wavelength, to avoid decorrelation and phase ambiguities 8-9
Regarding applications of bistatic radar by making use of existing spaceborne systems, Pavelyev et explored refraction,
absorption and scattering mechanisms in the atmosphere by means of a transmitting antenna onboard the orbital station Mir
and a receiving antenna onboard a geo-synchronous satellite. Experiments have been conducted in planetology, by means of
satellite-based transmitters and earth-based or a planet-based transmitter and a satellite-based receiver'6. As an
example, topography, reflectivity, scattering and root mean square slope have been computed for the surface of the moon,
Mars and Venus. In these applications, bistatic radar has proven to be capable of providing information on surface texture
and density at scales of few centimeters to a few hundred meters, along with highly accurate dielectric constant
measurements. Moreover, remote probing in regions and under conditions not obtainable with Earth-based systems has been
carried out. Recently, measurements of GPS (Global Positioning System) reflected signals for estimation of sea state and
wind speed5' 17-18 and for remote sensing of rough surfaces'92° have been conducted.

Transmitting /receiving
radar

Figure 1: Schematic of spaceborne bistatic/multistatic radar

Figure 2: Schematic of spaceborne interferometric and bistatic observations
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A limited number of spaceborne bistatic radar experiments has been proposed. Hsu and Lorti2' presented a first feasibility
study of spacebome bistatic radar aimed at worldwide surveillance. Guttrich and Sievers22, Ogrodnik et 23 and Hartnett
and Davis24 have analyzed integration of spaceborne radar illumination and bistatic reception by means of aerial vehicles for
area surveillance and moving target detection. Regarding use of GPS reflected signals for bistatic remote sensing
applications by means of spaceborne receivers, a constellation has been proposed25, emphasizing sensors synchronization
both in time and space. Bistatic radar altimeters for oceanographic applications have been studied2527. A passive
geosynchronous SAR system reusing backscattered digital audio broadcasting signals has been proposed28 for volcanoes or
coseismic motions monitoring or GPS corrections. Chemiakov et al.29 recently studied a bistatic SAR based on non-
cooperative LEO (Low Earth Orbit) commercial satellites for personal communications and an Earth-based receiver.
Objective of the study was vessel detection at sea. Finally, a constellation of microsatellites mainly oriented to
interferometry, therefore not really bistatic as far as applications are concerned, but equipped with low-cost, passive
receivers, has been proposed303'.
This paper deals with a bistatic SAR based on a small satellite (BISSAT) to be linked to Italian COSMO-SkyMed and
devoted to earth observation (Fig. 3). BISSAT is equipped with a receiving-only microwave system, that catches the echoes
of the main monostatic X-band SAR (SAR2000). Within the innovative experiment, the two spacecraft will need accurate
formation flying and next paragraph will point out key issues in orbit design.

BISSAT
S

S

Passive Radar .

414 COSMO/SkyMed
Active Radar

S
Figure 3: Schematic ofproposed bistatic mission

3. ORBIT DESIGN FOR BISTATIC COVERAGE

The proposed bistatic mission consists of a receiving-only SAR (Synthetic Aperture Radar) which is designed to acquire the
radar signal generated by a primary SAR and to be flown by a small satellite (BISSAT). Due to the mission time schedule
envisaged by the Italian Space Agency (AS!), a radar satellite of the COSMO/SkyMed constellation has been selected as
primary satellite. In particular, the radar segment of COSMO/SkyMed consists in a X-band SAR (SAR2000) whose main
parameters are listed in Tab. 1. It is worth noting that SAR2000 has the capability of electronically steering the antenna
beam along the elevation direction on the right with respect to the flight direction, which means that the elevation angle is
negative if the sign's convention for attitude angles also holds for the antenna angles. As far as the receiving-only SAR
(BISSAT2000) is concerned, it is based on SAR2000 design, but it is re-scaled (Tab. 1) in order to reduce volume, mass,
power, and cost. The bus selected for flying BISSAT2000 is the MITA satellite, already developed under AS! sponsorship.
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SAR2000 BISSAT2000

Wavelength (cm) 3.125 (X-band) 3.125 (X-band)

Elevation angle (°) 23.3 43.7 4

Azimuth angle (°) NA -3 3

Antenna dimensions (mxm) 5.6 x 1.4 2.2 x 0.4

3dB aperture (°), elevation 1.1 3.9

3dB aperture (°), azimuth 0.28 0.72

Table 1 : Main parameters of primary and passive radars

Orbit design is performed in order to guarantee the acquisition of bistatic radar data by means of the passive radar. To this
end, BISSAT orbit must be designed according to the primary, active satellite one and under the assumptions that SAR2000
varies its off-nadir angle making use of its electronic steering capabilities. Since BISSAT has to fly in parallel with the
active radar, its orbital parameters have to be accurately selected in order to guarantee the acquisition of the radar signal. As
a consequence, the BISSAT orbit is designed with the same semi-major axis, eccentricity, and inclination of the primary
mission, which guarantees the same precession rates (ascending node and perigee) for both orbits3233. Moreover, both orbits
are frozen by selecting the same argument of perigee34. The difference between the two orbits is given by the ascending
node right ascensions and by the times of the passages on the ascending node. In particular, the former is selected in order to
guarantee a maximum range of latitudes where it is possible to acquire bistatic images. As far as the times of the passages
on the ascending node are concerned, it is assumed that BISSAT, when it is on the equator, is also located in the elevation
plane of SAR2000.
Orbit geometry is shown in Fig. 4. In particular, the intersections of orbit planes with spherical Earth will be referred to as
orbital arcs, while the intersection of the radar elevation plane with the spherical Earth as elevation arc. The difference
between the ascending node right ascensions is given by L\Q, while the difference between the time of the passages on the
ascending node (\t) corresponds to a shift in mean anomaly given by AM. Since the two orbits have the same orbit
inclination (i), both their orbit arcs are tangent to the same parallel (the one at latitude 180°-i), but in different points.
Moreover, the angle between the two orbit arcs in their intersection point is ii. The angle along the orbit arc between the
ascending node and the intersection of the orbit arcs is given by E (COSMO/SkyMed) and (BISSAT).
It is worth noting that COSMO/SkyMed satellites perform a yaw attitude manoeuvre (yaw steering) in order to align the
first body axis with the spacecraft-atmosphere velocity vector, which results in the reduction of the aerodynamic drag and in
null Doppler centroid frequency in the monostatic radar images. The yaw attitude angle (1') 5a function of satellite anomaly

(v) and angular velocity (w), orbit inclination, and Earth angular velocity () as follows:

(__sinicosvy=—tanl . I (1)
\ —cosi)

From the spherical triangles in Fig. 4 it is possible to derive A and AM, provided that a relation between the radar off-nadir
angle (9) and the conesponding geocentric angle (&g) is found. Considering the triangle given by the centre of the Earth, the

satellite actual position and the intersection of radar beam with spherical Earth we can derive the two functions g() and

;(&g) as follows:

g=sin1[(acos_JR _a2sin2&)]
(2)

= sin' 1 + I a IR® — cos
&g 2

L s1ng )
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where a is the orbit semi-major axis and R the Earth radius.
For the time being, let as assume that the elevation planes of the two radar swaths are aligned. If this is the case, considering
that the transmitting/receiving (T/R) radar is pointed with an off-nadir angle &Tand that the receiving-only (Rio) radar is

mounted with a constant off-nadir angle if the two swath centres are to be coincident, it must be:

•:g g(T/Rg(&R/o) (4)

Then, considering the perturbed mean motion35, after some spherical trigonometry36, AQ and At can be calculated as:

(sin cosy'
A=sin'I . I (5)

sifli )
cos cosA — sinA)cosi/sin2

—sin2Asin2i
AM=cos 2 2. (6)

1 — sin M)sin i

At =MAM (7)

Due to the dependence of y on 360°-AM (Eq. 1), Eqs. 1.5±1.7 must be solved by an iterative procedure.
Then, if elevation plane alignment is to be achieved, BISSAT satellite must be rotated of a yaw attitude angle

YR/o,O i_x* —90° (8)

* . -( sinAMsinix=sinI .— I (9)sin )
otherwise, the two swaths will be rotated around the BISSAT nadir of -y0. But, it is also possible to vary the BISSAT
antenna azimuth angle in order to move the BISSAT swath centre on the elevation arc of the T/R radar if swath relative
rotation is acceptable.
Furthermore, the angles wE, and can be determined (Fig. 5) as:

Figure 4: Geometry for orbit synchronisation
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141 = cos_1(sin2i cos + cos2 ) (10)

= sin_'(s1nsJ
sinNI

7t_JEJ

(11)

(12)

It is worth mentioning that: g ranges between 0° and 90° for positive values of and between —90° and 0° whenever is

negative; is always between 0° and 90°; the sign of A is driven by the sign of g; w ranges from 0° to 90°; E is positive

or negative, depending on the sign of A; ranges between 90° and 180°.

The model is applied making use of SAR2000 steering capability. In particular, since the distance between
COSMO/SkyMed satellite and the area observed by the passive SAR decreases moving from the equator to the poles, it is
straightforward to deduce that the required off-nadir angle will be a decreasing function of the latitude. Therefore,
considering SAR2000 steering capability and in order to increase the range of latitudes where it is possible to acquire
bistatic data, it is assumed that SAR2000 off-nadir angle achieves its maximum value when BISSAT is on the equator.
Under this assumption, considering COSMO/SkyMed orbital parameters and steering capability, and remembering that
BISSAT semi-major axis, eccentricity, and inclination coincide with the ones of SAR2000, the ascending node separation
and the in-orbit separation can be computed (Tab. 2). Moreover, it is also possible to compute the yaw angle yoQ ('-3.84°),

w (5.2°), (89.6°), and (90.4°).
In addition, the orbit has been propagated in order to compute the distance between the two satellites (baseline) and to
evaluate its variation along the orbit as a function of BISSAT anomaly (Fig. 6). In particular, the relative position of the
BISSAT satellite with respect to COSMO/SkyMed satellite has been computed and projected to the orbiting right-handed
reference frame fixed to the COSMO/SkyMed satellite (origin in the centre of mass, y-axis perpendicular to the orbital
plane, z-axis directed along the local vertical towards Earth centre).
It is worth noting that: (1) B component ranges from 27.9km to 56.7km; (2) the absolute value of B component ranges

Figure 5: Orbit geometry — polar view
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from 0 to 633.9km; (3) B ranges from 130m to 28.9km. Furthermore, the baseline is greater on the equator, where the
satellites are at their maximum distance, whereas it attains its minimum value near the poles, where the two orbits intersect.
Since B is almost null near the poles where B is also very small, B component represents the residual safety distance, as
demonstrated by the fact that the minimum distance is about 42.67km, which is almost completely an along-orbit
component (42.56km out of 42.67km). This distance corresponds to a time shift at the passage of the orbit crossing point of
about 5.75.

Semimajor axis (km) 6997.9

Inclination (°) 97.870

Eccentricity 0.00 118

Argument ofperigee (°) 90

Ascending node separation (AQ, O) 5.2470

Anomaly separation (AM, 0) 1.0663

Time separation (At, s) 17.255

Table 2: BISSAT orbit parameters
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Figure 6: Satellite distance in the orbiting reference frame

4. CONCLUSIONS

The authors showed how the orbit of a satellite carrying a receiving-only SAR can be selected in order to catch the echoes
backscattered from a target illuminated by an active radar able to steer the beam along the elevation direction. Considering
figures and numerical results presented in the paper, it is a foregone conclusion that the bistatic configuration is lost as the
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satellites rotates along their orbits. In particular, their across-orbit and along-orbit separations change along the orbit, which
leads to lose swath superimposition. Furthermore, two main effects arise due to the variation of the yaw attitude angle of the
primary satellite: (1) a relative rotation of the two radar swath and (2) an additional contribution to swath separation in the
along-orbit direction.
These effects can be overcome by either attitude maneuvering the passive satellite or pointing the passive antenna or by an
ad-hoc combination of the two techniques. In particular:

- across-orbit swath separation can be overcome by means of electronically steering the active radar antenna beam along
the elevation direction;

- along-orbit swath separation can be nullified by electronically steering the passive antenna beam along the azimuth
direction;

- swath relative rotation can be avoided if the passive satellite is yaw-rotated.

Trade-off can be made between radar payload I bus additional hardware implementation and mission performance to select
the best option. In the proposed mission it is worth noting that:

- the first procedure makes use of the active radar (SAR2000) capability and does not require any upgrade in developed
hardware;

- the second procedure is based on the use ofpassive radar (BISSAT2000) capability;
- the third procedure requires an upgrade of passive satellite bus (MITA) which is not currently capable of performing

attitude rotation.
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